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PROUDLY BASED 

IN  COLORADO & 

BUILT FOR L IFE 

OUTDOORS

ZEAL MEANS PASSION AND WE L IVE 
BY OUR NAME EVERY DAY. 

We build the highest quality sunwear for people who, like us, 

live for outdoor adventure. When we’re not up late working 

to improve our products, we’re up early to get outside and 

test what we make.

We’re proudly based in Boulder, Colorado — a mountainside 

town that runs on the outdoors. Boulder represents the 

ideas and goals of our brand. We’re fueled by a passion to 

work hard and play harder. Everything we make is designed 

to enhance your adventures so your experiences are richer 

and memories more vibrant. 
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PURPOSE  
&  PARTNERS
As a company inspired by the natural world around us, we understand the importance of protecting  

and sustaining our world for generations to come. We do this through some amazing projects and  

partnerships that help lessen our footprint, spark social change and create better memories of our  

time outdoors.

PROTECT OUR WINTERS (POW)
POW’s mission is to mobilize the winter sports community to lead 
the fight against climate change; focusing on education initiatives, 
advocacy and supporting community-based projects. ZEAL works 
with POW throughout the year to ensure a future for our passions in 

a rapidly changing world.

PROJECT 5 4 80 
Over the past decade, Pine Beetles have killed more than 70% of 
Colorado’s forests, completely altering ecosystems and causing 
severe fire risks. We have partnered with American Forests to help 
rebuild our wilderness, planting 5,480 trees annually, a number 
based on the elevation of our headquarters in Boulder, Colorado.

FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL 
(FSC) 
At ZEAL, we are committed to minimizing the impact our business 
decisions have on the environment. Only FSC certified paper is  
used in the production of our catalogs and packaging, ensuring 
the materials we print do not compromise the health of the world’s 
forests for future generations.

SOS OUTREACH
SOS Outreach was founded in 1993 in the Vail Valley of Colorado as 
the Snowboard Outreach Society. This program combines youth risk 
prevention, outdoor recreation, and environmental education. 

THE LATITUDE PROJECT
Motivated by a lifetime of travel, the founders of The Latitude  
Project work to create stronger communities by providing service 
project opportunities for travelers in some of the world’s most  
premier surf destinations located in disadvantaged countries.

SECOND MILE WATER
Second Mile Water exists to bring a permanent end to the water 
crisis in the developing world, focusing on helping communities 
access clean drinking water. Their goal is to mobilize people to end 
water poverty, working directly with communities and governments 
to complete work that is locally based and long-term focused. 

5  GYRES
5 Gyres, named after the ocean’s five massive islands of floating 
debris, is dedicated to combating pollution in our seas. This group 
works to bring environmental awareness through education, com-
munity engagement and social change.

ADAPTIVE ADVENTURES
Dedicated to connecting disabled individuals to outdoor sports, 
Adaptive Adventures finds ways to allow people to reignite their 
passion for adventure and exploration in the outdoor world.

dZi  FOUNDATION
Passionate about giving back to Himalayan communities, dZi  
focuses on reducing poverty and improving the quality of life in 
some of the most remote communities in Nepal. ZEAL partners with 
dZi to provide lightly used sunglasses to Nepal’s local communities 
to minimize UV and HEV damage, keeping their eyes healthy and 
their minds inspired.

MORE THAN JUST ME
Working tirelessly to raise awareness for the fight on cystic fibrosis, 
More Than Just Me focuses on finding inspiration through personal 
accomplishment. This foundation uses its love for adventure to drive 
awareness and funds to different causes around the world.
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VENTIN G

When body heat mixes with low outside temperatures, 
condensation can form and compromise your vision. 
We engineer every frame with upper and lower venting 
and wicking fabrics to regulate interior airflow and 
ensure fogging is kept at bay. Mesh venting available in 
select styles.   

EVERCLE AR ANTI - FO G

We upped our anti-fog to bring you EVERCLEAR, the new ZEAL standard 
in anti-fog. EVERCLEAR features a hydrophilic infusion, maximizing 
surface energy to prevent condensation buildups. It cannot be wiped off, 
ensuring clear vision no matter the condition. 

Lab testing in a controlled environment shows EVERCLEAR withstands 
fogging for over 220 seconds, more than double industry standard.

HYD RO PH O BIC  COATIN G

All lenses have a hydrophobic coating to repel moisture 
and oil so smudges and fingerprints can be wiped clear. 

TRIPLE  

L AYER FACE 

FOAM

Our Triple Layer Face 
Foam offers a perfect 

fit for comfort and 
protection from the 

elements. 

TECHNOLOGY  
OVERVIEW
The ZEAL Optics goggle collection is driven by adventure. Our goggles are designed to confidently 

go beyond everyday boundaries with unparalleled vision. In the harshest conditions, when every-

thing is on the line, having a reliable and durable goggle is paramount.

SPHERICAL LENS

All of our goggles feature an injected polycarbonate  
spherical lens for the ultimate optics experience.  
The spherical shape allows for even stress dispersion 
throughout the lens, eliminating distortion for maximum 
visual clarity. 

PERMASHIELD 

HARD COAT

Our lenses feature a front and backside hardcoat to help 
prevent scratches and improve durability and longevity. 

FR AME CO NSTRUC TIO N

Built to last, we craft our goggles out of the highest 
quality materials giving you a frame with increased 
protection and fit for a better experience.

N O SLIP  G RIP

A triple beaded silicon coating on every strap ensures 
that whether wearing a helmet or beanie, your goggle 
will stay exactly where you place it.

DUAL STR AP SYSTEM

Comfort, simplicity and adjustability
are key components in finding the perfect
goggle. Our dual strap system helps you
find your perfect fit every time.
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NO SLIP GRIP
A double beaded silicon coating on every strap ensures 

that whether wearing a helmet or beanie, your goggle will 
stay exactly where you place it.

33% VLT 18% VLT

AUTOMATICPLUS+
AUTOMATIC+  QUICK FACTS

• UV activated photochromic technology

• Lens transitions from a low-light yellow base to a 
    high contrast persimmon

• Visual Light Transmission (VLT) range: 33%—18% 

• 95+% polarized efficiency

• Blocks 100% of harmful UV rays and 95% of HEV light,  
    the leading cause of macular degeneration

• Color enhancers to increase definition and clarity 

• 10 seconds to go from light to dark and 60 seconds to  
    return to inactive state dependent on temperature

• Available as a replacement lens for all frames

ONE LENS,  EVERY CONDIT ION

The ZEAL Optics Automatic+ lens adjusts to changing  
light conditions, eliminating the need to carry spare lenses.  
Built with polarized protection, this patented lens takes  
photochromic technology to a whole new level. 

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

ZEAL’s proprietary Automatic+ lens fuses photochromic technology 
with our Japanese polarized film to bring you the most advanced 
lens change and the highest quality optics. Our patented Automatic+ 
continues to be the most premium lens on the market. 

PATENT # US8356895
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AUTOMATICPLUS+ COLLECTION

The fastest lens change is the one you never have to make.  
Our patented, polarized photochromic lens is the most premium  
lens on the market, taking you from low-light to bluebird conditions. 
With all the benefits of polarized protection, this is the only lens  
you’ll ever need. The Automatic+ Collection comes standard  
with EVERCLEAR Anti-fog and PERMASHIELD Hardcoat. 

P LARIZED COLLECTION

The Polarized Collection is built with our 99% premium-polarized  
Japanese film for unsurpassed optical clarity. All ZEAL Polarized  
lenses are engineered to cut glare and block 100% of harmful UV rays 
and 95% of HEV light while boosting color to help you see better  
definition and detail. The Polarized Collection comes standard  
with EVERCLEAR Anti-fog and PERMASHIELD Hardcoat. 

OPTIMUM COLLECTION 

The Optimum Collection combines quality with value. This collection 
features a variety of mirrors and tints to help you battle any condition 
Mother Nature throws at you. The Optimum Collection comes standard 
with EVERCLEAR Anti-fog and PERMASHIELD Hardcoat. 

LENS  
COLLECTIONS 
We offer the most technologically advanced lenses on the market. Our lenses are broken down into 

three collections, AUTOMATIC+, POLARIZED and OPTIMUM for unmatched performance in every 

condition.

Polarized Dark Grey
10% VLT

Polarized Automatic+

Dark Grey
10% VLT

Phoenix Mirror
30% VLT

Sky Blue Mirror
80% VLT

Alchemy Mirror
30% VLT

Jade Mirror
30% VLT

Polarized Phoenix
18% VLT

Polarized Bluebird HT
33% VLT

33% VLT 18% VLT

AUTOMATICPLUS+ COLLECTION

POLARIZED COLLECTION

OPTIMUM COLLECTION

LENS FINDER 
The ZEAL lens guide, broken down by collection and condition.  

Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered.

 

STORMY

 

PARTLY CLOUDY

 

SUNNY
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SMALL

FIT

FARGO

Fargo offers a smaller fit while packed with all of 
ZEAL’s top features. The retro-style frame design 
features a low profile for superior peripheral vision 
in all elements. Fargo’s dual-strap system and triple 
layer face foam gives you a comfortable helmet 
compatible fit. 

TECH SPECS 

• Hydrophobic spherical lens

• EVERCLEAR Anti-fog

• PERMASHIELD Hardcoat

• 100% UV Protection 

• Triple Layer Face Foam 

• Upper and lower frame venting system

• Dual Strap Adjustment

• NO SLIP GRIP triple beaded silicone strap

• Helmet Compatible 

• Includes microfiber pouch with replacement lens sleeve

 
AUTOMATIC+ DARK NIGHT

Polarized Automatic+

 
POLARIZED INDIAN FOREST

Polarized Dark Grey

 
OPTIMUM GERONIMO

Sky Blue Mirror

 
OPTIMUM NORTHERN LIGHTS

Jade Mirror

 
OPTIMUM RAZZMATAZZ

Phoenix Mirror

 
POLARIZED IKAT

Polarized Bluebird HT

 
OPTIMUM CONIFER RED

Dark Grey

OPTIMUM DARK NIGHT
Phoenix Mirror

 
OPTIMUM CONIFER RED

Sky Blue Mirror

 
OPTIMUM MARITIME

Dark Grey
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MEDIUM

FIT

FORECAST

This winter, the forecast calls for heavy snow falls, 
epic adventures, and maximum clarity through 
the lenses of Forecast. With exceptional moisture 
wicking and a proprietary anti-fog lens infusion, 
this new frame can sit closer to your face without 
fogging, creating amazing peripheral vision in a 
mid-size frame.

TECH SPECS 

• Hydrophobic spherical lens

• EVERCLEAR Anti-fog

• PERMASHIELD Hardcoat

• 100% UV Protection 

• Triple Layer Face Foam 

• Mesh upper and lower frame venting system

• Dual Strap Adjustment

• NO SLIP GRIP triple beaded silicone strap

• Helmet Compatible 

• Includes microfiber pouch with replacement lens sleeve

 
AUTOMATIC+ DARK NIGHT

Polarized Automatic+

 
AUTOMATIC+ WHITE SMOKE

Polarized Automatic+

 
OPTIMUM DARK NIGHT

Sky Blue Mirror

OPTIMUM VERTIGO BLAZE
Jade Mirror

 
AUTOMATIC+ STONE GREY

Polarized Automatic+

 
POLARIZED EMERALD BAY

Polarized Phoenix

 
POLARIZED MAYAN GOLD

Polarized Bluebird HT

 
POLARIZED MARINE CAMO

Polarized Dark Grey

 
OPTIMUM FAIR ISLE BLUE

Alchemy Mirror
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MEDIUM

FIT

SLATE

Slate is the goggle for those that demand the 
best technical quality with a design that delivers 
form and functionality. Sharp lines within the 
frame and lens prove you don’t need neon colors 
to stand out on the mountain. The unique shape 
allows for maximum peripheral clarity, while a 
redesigned nose bridge enhances comfort and fit 
for your time outdoors.

TECH SPECS 

• Hydrophobic spherical lens

• EVERCLEAR Anti-fog

• PERMASHIELD Hardcoat

• 100% UV Protection 

• Triple Layer Face Foam 

• Upper and lower frame venting system

• Vented lens

• Dual Strap Adjustment

• NO SLIP GRIP triple beaded silicone strap

• Helmet Compatible 

• Over-the-Glass Ready

• Includes microfiber pouch with replacement lens sleeve

 
AUTOMATIC+ UPLAND GRASS

Polarized Automatic+

 
POLARIZED DARK NIGHT

Polarized Phoenix

 
OPTIMUM DARK NIGHT

Jade Mirror

 
OPTIMUM KINGFISHER BLUE

Phoenix Mirror

 
AUTOMATIC+ UPLAND NAVY

Polarized Automatic+

 
POLARIZED MERIDIAN BLUE

Polarized Dark Grey

 
POLARIZED VARSITY BLUES

Polarized Bluebird HT

 
POLARIZED REDSTONE

Polarized Dark Grey

 
OPTIMUM JUNIPER GREEN

Sky Blue Mirror
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MEDIUM

FIT

Includes Sky Blue Mirror
Replacement Lens

VOYAGER

Voyager helps you stay hungry for action as you 
hit the slopes this winter. The rimless design offers 
superior visual clarity, allowing for maximum 
versatility while on the mountain. Change a lens, 
add some color, mix and match, Voyager is your all 
around, go-to goggle. 

TECH SPECS 

• Hydrophobic spherical lens

• EVERCLEAR Anti-fog

• PERMASHIELD Hardcoat

• 100% UV Protection 

• Triple Layer Face Foam 

• Upper and lower frame venting system

• Vented lens

• Dual Strap Adjustment

• NO SLIP GRIP triple beaded silicone strap

• Helmet Compatible 

• Includes microfiber pouch with replacement lens sleeve

 
AUTOMATIC+ DARK NIGHT

Polarized Automatic+

 
OPTIMUM MIDNIGHT FOREST

Jade Mirror
 Sky Blue Mirror

 
POLARIZED DARK NIGHT

Polarized Dark Grey
 Sky Blue Mirror

 
OPTIMUM HEXAGON TRAILS

Phoenix Mirror
 Sky Blue Mirror

 
OPTIMUM MAGIC SCHOOL BUS

Phoenix Mirror
 Sky Blue Mirror

 
OPTIMUM SAFARI WHITE

Alchemy Mirror
 Sky Blue Mirror
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REPL ACEMENT LENSES AVAIL AB LE FO R ALL  FR AME ST YLES

Eclipse 10290 Eclipse 11251 Fargo 10474 Forecast 10805 Forecast 11151 Forecast 11273

Slate 10787 Slate 11260 Voyager 11230

Eclipse 10794 Fargo 11137 Fargo 11139 Forecast 11275 Forecast 11153 Forecast 11276

Slate 11213 Slate 11133 Slate 11262 Slate 11261 Voyager 11286

Fargo 11258 Fargo 11287 Fargo 11285 Fargo 11221 Fargo 11141 Fargo 11257 

Fargo 11259 Forecast 11215 Forecast 11278 Forecast 11279 Slate 11284 Slate 11264

Slate 11263 Voyager 11267 Voyager 11127 Voyager 11266 Voyager 11271

Polarized Dark GreyPolarized Phoenix Sky Blue MirrorPolarized Bluebird HTPolarized Automatic+

POLARIZED

AUTOMATIC+

OPTIMUM

COLLECTION OVERVIEW

 
POLARIZED DARK NIGHT

Polarized Dark Grey

 
AUTOMATIC+ STORM  

TROOPER WHITE
Polarized Automatic+

 
AUTOMATIC+ DARK NIGHT

Polarized Automatic+

Eclipse is engineered for all-mountain 
performance. This frameless design 
offers maximum breathability and com-
fort and features only our Polarized and  
Automatic+ lenses while delivering 
unmatched peripheral vision offering 
the ultimate optics experience. 

TECH SPECS 

• Hydrophobic spherical lens

• EVERCLEAR Anti-fog

• PERMASHIELD Hardcoat

• 100% UV Protection 

• Triple Layer Face Foam 

• Upper and lower frame venting system

• Dual Strap Adjustment

• NO SLIP GRIP triple beaded silicone strap

• Helmet Compatible 

• Includes microfiber pouch with replacement lens sleeve

MEDIUM

FIT

ECLIPSE
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1230 SPRUCE STREET, BOULDER, COLORADO

INFO@ZEALOPTICS.COM  •  888.454.9325


